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Transition metals and their carbides and nitrides:
Trends in electronic and structural properties
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A study of the structural and electronic properties of selected transition metals and their carbides and nitrides
is presented. We focus on assessing trends of possible importance for understanding their hardness. Lattice
constants, bulk moduli (Bo), and charge densities are calculated using the local density approximation with a
pseudopotential plane wave approach. An fcc lattice is employed for the transition metal elements in order to
make comparisons and study trends relateable to their carbides and nitrides. Our results show that both
increasing the number of valenced electrons and the presence off electrons in the core lead to larger (Bo ).
Charge density plots and histograms enable us to explain the nature of the charge distribution in the interstitial
region for the different compounds considered. In addition, we include the heavier elements seaborgium,
bohrium, and hasnium in order to test further trends. Surprisingly, the calculatedBo for Hs is comparable to
that of diamond.@S0163-1829~99!03630-9#
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Advances inab initio electronic structure computatio
techniques have made possible the calculation of cry
structures and elastic properties for many materials to wi
2–5 % of experimental results. Such advances in accu
theoretical modelling have created new opportunities
studying hard materials. For example, theoretical predicti
of hard structures1,2 have led to a multitude of recent exper
mental efforts3 to synthesize superhard materials. Here,
study transition metals and transition metal carbides and
trides, which are known for their hardness and industrial u
fulness. There is a large body of literature concerning th
materials in their experimental lattice structures.4–8 How-
ever, state of the art first principles computational modell
now permits the comparison of electronic and elastic pr
erties of different elements and compounds all within
same crystal structure.9–13 In this way, one can explore
trends in the structural and electronic properties to iden
qualities of these materials which may be relevant for ha
ness. In this work, we focus attention on the bulk moduli
these solids, which, although not always directly correla
with hardness, provide a clearly defined theoretical basis
the investigation of trends.

The following elements are included in this study. Beg
ning with Ti, we proceed across the Periodic Table to V a
Cr, continue down to Mo and W, and then across again to
and Os. This set of elements is chosen to~i! study the impact
on Bo of increasing the principle quantum number of t
valence electrons,~ii ! systematically explore the effect onBo
of increasing the number of valenced-electrons; and~iii !
include a wide variety of hard solids which have prov
useful in technological applications. This collection of e
ments should be sufficiently rich to illustrate some princip
trends in hardness-related properties.

In addition, we have performed local density approxim
tion ~LDA ! calculations on the heavy elements seaborgi
~Sg106), bohrium (Bh107), and hasnium (Hs108) in order to
test further some of the observed trends. Of course, i
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~9!/6343~5!/$15.00
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impractical to contemplate the actual use of these heavy
ements in constructing hard materials.~Although the reader
may find it interesting to discover that seaborgium, in p
ticular, is sufficiently stable to permit chemica
investigation.14! However, because Sg, Bh, and Hs are is
electronic in the valence with the stable elements W, Re,
Os, these heavy elements can serve a useful purpose in
ing trends.

A plane wave pseudopotential total-energy scheme15,16 is
used to calculate the electronic structure and structural
rameters and to compute total energies of different phase
all these metals and compounds. We employ the local d
sity approximation17 and use the Ceperley-Alder interpola
tion formula18 for the exchange-correlation energy.Ab initio
pseudopotentials are generated using the method of Trou
and Martins19 and include semirelativistic corrections. Spi
orbit coupling is excluded from these calculations in order
eliminate additional variables to allow a focus on the si
plest underlying trends.

For each calculation, irreduciblek-points are generated
according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme.20 Convergence is
achieved with a range of 10–28k-points in the irreducible
part of the Brillouin zone, depending on the compound. T
different compounds require cutoff energies of 90–120 Ry
ensure convergence in the total energy to less than 1 m
per atom. For all crystals considered here, we compute la
constants and bulk moduli by fitting the energy versus v
ume curve to the Murnigan equation of state.21

Note that LDA calculated bulk moduli typically agre
with those of experiment to within about 2–5 %. This LD
error is relevant when making comparisons among the
ferent solids considered in the present study; in particu
differences of'5% in Bo should not be viewed as signifi
cant.

Some of the transition metal carbides and nitrides con
ered here are observed experimentally to crystallize in
rocksalt structure~TiC, TiN, VC, VN, and CrN!, while oth-
ers are known to crystallize in a hexagonal structure~MoC,
6343 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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6344 PRB 60GROSSMAN, MIZEL, CÔTÉ, COHEN, AND LOUIE
WC, WN, and OsC!. Crystal structures of the remaining ca
bide and nitride compounds are not determined experim
tally. To facilitate comparison of charge densities and ot
electronic properties, we choose the rocksalt structure fo
carbides and nitrides appearing in this study. Such an
proximation implies that quantitative results cannot be
ferred from the present calculations. However, our int
here is specifically to make comparisons among hypoth
cal, possibly non-physical systems in order to eliminate
many variables as possible so as to isolate and study par
lar trends.9–13 The positions of the transition metal atom
within the rocksalt structure form an fcc lattice~see inset of
Fig. 1!.

Most of the transition metal elements considered in
present study are found experimentally to crystallize in
bcc or hcp structure. However, the use ofab initio computa-
tional methods allows us to investigate the fcc structure
the pure elements, which permits direct comparisons of
charge densities and lattice constants with those of their
bides and nitrides. A similar approach was used, for
ample, to examine various contributions to the enthalpies
formation of 24 different transition metals and their carbid
and nitrides.22 Even though fcc is not their ground state,
turns out that our computed bulk moduli are close to exp
mentally measured values.

The equilibrium lattice constants corresponding to each
these solids are shown in Table I. Note that the trend
lattice constants follows that of the atomic radii: the valu
increase as one proceeds leftward and downward on the
riodic Table. Our results for the pure elements are in v
good agreement with those of Ref. 22 and close to exp
mental values.

In Fig. 1, we present our calculated bulk moduli for all t
solids appearing in this work.~Note that the computed bul
modulus for these challengingd-level systems appears t
depend on the computational method employed.9,10! For the
pure elements, we note first the dramatic increase inBo in
going from Ti to Cr. Proceeding downward, we find that
and Mo have the sameBo to within the accuracy of our

FIG. 1. Calculated bulk moduli~GPa! for selected transition
metals and transition metal carbides and nitrides. As shown,
number in the first line corresponds toBo of the pure element and
the second and third lines correspond toBo of the carbide and
nitride of that element, respectively. Positions of the atoms in
lattice are also shown.
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calculations. However, moving down one more row to
results in a substantial increase inBo . Traversing further
across the table to Re and Os yields another increase inBo .

The heavy elements, Sg, Bh, and Hs, exhibit the sa
pattern as W, Re, and Os: the bulk modulus increases
the number of valenced electrons. However, Sg is somewh
anomalous in that it has a smallerBo than W even though it
lies below W in the periodic table.

In addition to pure fcc transition metals, Fig. 1 includ
our computed bulk moduli for rocksalt carbide and nitri
compounds. Experimentally, these compounds gener
possess larger bulk moduli than the corresponding pure
ments. We find a similar result in our computations. For
through W, we find thatBo for the carbides and nitride
follows patterns broadly similar to those found in the pu
elements. These patterns are often disobeyed, however
solids involving elements heavier than W.

Perhaps the most obvious trend in the pure element
thatBo increases dramatically as the number of valence e
trons increases. This result may indicate that the additio
electrons contribute charge to the bonds of the solid
strengthen them. In order to test this effect, we compute
lence charge densities for Ti, Cr, W, and Os, as shown
Fig. 2. In Ti @Fig. 2~a!#, the charge is rather localized near th
core—i.e., there is a large, flat region between atoms. In
@Fig. 2~b!# , flat interstitial region is reduced in size—i.e
there is more valence charge in the between atoms due to
extra two electrons compared with Ti.

If we now compare with the charge densities of W@Fig.
2~c!# and Os@Fig. 2~d!# , more dramatic differences are ob
served. For example, W is isoelectronic with Cr; howev
the core region in W is much larger, pushing the valen
charge into the interstitial regions. Thus, even though
maximum charge density in Cr is larger than in W, there
more charge on the bonds in W, leading to the larger b
modulus. Two more electrons are added to get from W to
and they enhance the charge density throughout the p
Osmium has the most charge in the interstitial bonding
gion and it also has the largestBo of the four elements in Fig.
2.

In order to assess further the nature of the charge di
bution, we have also plotted a histogram of these cha
densities. Such a plot quantifies the extent to which
charge is distributed homogeneously in the interstitial reg

e

e

TABLE I. Equilibrium lattice constants~Å! computed within
LDA for the fcc transition metals and their carbide and nitride co
pounds.

Element Carbide Nitride

Ti 4.12 4.38 4.32
V 3.86 4.22 4.19
Cr 3.62 4.10 4.09
Mo 4.00 4.42 4.41
W 4.01 4.38 4.36
Re 3.88 4.33 4.31
Os 3.83 4.33 4.32
Sg 4.09 4.38 4.32
Bh 4.02 4.43 4.41
Hs 3.95 4.38 4.37
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or inhomegeneously into bonds. A single, sharp peak in
histogram at a given density indicates a delocalized, unifo
charge distribution. A broader spectrum of densities in
cates that the interstitial region is not uniformly charged a
there are regions of high density bonding.

In Fig. 3, the distribution of densitiesf (r) is plotted as a

FIG. 2. Valence charge density plots for~a! Ti, ~b! Cr, ~c! W,
and~d! Os in the fcc crystal structure in the~1,0,0! plane. The peaks
and troughs in the core region are due to the pseudopotentials
should be ignored for the purposes of this study.

FIG. 3. Histogram of the valence charge densities of Ti, Cr,
and Os. In each plot, thex axis corresponds to the charge dens
~electrons/bohr3! and they axis corresponds to the distribution o
densities as a function of charge density.
e
m
i-
d

function of the charge density for the same four elemen
Normalization is such that the first moment of each gra
corresponds to the total number of valence electrons~4, 6, 6,
and 8 for Ti, Cr, W, and Os, respectively!. Thus,
* f (r)rdr5no. electrons/unit cell. Note that for Ti and C
there is one large peak which quickly diminishes to sm
fluctuations near zero as the charge density increases.
result indicates that in both cases the density of charge in
system has essentially a constant value outside of the co
The small fluctuations at higher densities correspond to
localized charge near the cores. In Cr, the peak is shifted
slightly broader with respect to Ti, indicating the larger a
erage value of the density in Cr. Thus, it is clear that Ti a
Cr have a relatively homogeneous charge distribution in
interstitial regions, which surrounds the localizedd-states of
the atoms.

In the case of W, the picture changes dramatically.
comparison with Cr which has the same number of vale
electrons reveals that W has a much broader histogram
charge densities as well as a shift of the peak to higher d
sity. The charge in W therefore is less like a free electron
and more directionally bonded. The fluctuations out to hig
densities are significantly larger than in Cr, illustrating th
effect. In Os, the charge is even more localized on the bo
and the extra electrons with respect to W contribute to str
directional bonding.

Another observation is that sixth row transition eleme
~i.e., those with 5d electrons! have substantially larger bulk
moduli than the elements in the 4th and 5th rows. Inde
while the bulk moduli of Cr and Mo are essentially the sam
the bulk modulus of W is calculated to be'50 GPa higher.
This increase may be due to the presence off -electrons in
the cores of the sixth row atoms. Thesef -electrons push ou
the spatial extent of the valenced-orbitals which allows them
to make stronger directional bonds.

In comparing Cr to Mo, the bulk modulusBo does not
change very much, while the lattice constant increases
nificantly. This stands as a counterexample to the gen
notion that the bulk modulus and lattice constant are
versely related. The difference in lattice constant can m
likely be traced to the isolated atoms: the spatial extent of
4d orbitals in a Mo atom is greater than the spatial extent
the 3d orbitals in a Cr atom.

The presence of C or N in the transition metal compoun
introduces a different kind of bonding involving hybridize
p-d orbitals. As a result, one would nota priori expect a
connection betweenBo for an element andBo for the corre-
sponding carbide and nitride compounds. It is therefore
teresting to note that the bulk moduli are in fact strong
correlated: in general, ifBo is large for an element, it will be
large for the corresponding carbide or nitride. In additio
despite the qualitative change in the bonding, many of
trends that hold for the pure elements are echoed in the
bides and nitrides.

As mentioned, in the case of Ti the charge density p
indicates relatively homogeneous charge distribution in
interstitial region. The addition of C or N seems to perm
directional bonds to form due to the hybridization of thep
andd orbitals. This effect significantly increases the streng
of the structure. In the case of W, Re, and Os, directio
bonding is already present in the pure elements; the add
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6346 PRB 60GROSSMAN, MIZEL, CÔTÉ, COHEN, AND LOUIE
of C or N changes these directional bonds from metal-m
to metal-carbon or metal-nitrogen. Thus, the presence of C
N causes a less dramatic increase inBo for W compared with
Ti. Furthermore, in the carbides and nitrides the saturatio
bonding states appears to be reached at W or Re, wherea
OsC and OsN the bulk moduli are actually lower than p
Os. This result indicates that antibonding states are star
to be occupied in the Os carbides and nitrides.

We test this picture by plotting in Fig. 4 the valenc
charge densities for the carbides: TiC, CrC, WC, and O
Note that directional bonds are indeed visible between
metal and carbon atoms. It is these new bonds that incr
the bulk moduli for Ti, Cr, and W when compared to th
pure elements because the charge distribution in the
metals is much more like a free electron gas. In the cas
Os, on the other hand, strong directional bonds are form
for the pure element, and no advantage is gained by
addition of C. In Fig. 5 we again quantify these effects
plotting a histogram of charge densities. In all of the carbid
there is a much broader distribution of densities than in
corresponding pure metals, indicating the presence of di
tional bonds~i.e., the charge density varies substantially ov
the unit cell!.

One clear difference between the pure elements and
carbides or nitrides is the fact that C or N can equalize
computed bulk moduli across the Period Table. For exam
ReC and ReN have essentially the sameBo as WC and WN
even though theBo of pure Re is 85 GPa larger than that
pure W. Os has an even higherBo than Re; however, OsC
and OsN havelower Bo than Os or than ReC and ReN. Thu
the addition of C and N appears to decrease the numbe
d-electrons needed to be present before theBo has reached a
maximum for a given row. The exact same trend is obser
in the row beneath: Bh is higher than Sg and Hs is hig
than Bh, but while SgC and SgN are significantly larger th
Sg, BhC and BhN are roughly the same as Bh, and HsC
HsN are significantly weaker than Hs.

FIG. 4. Valence charge density plots for~a! TiC, ~b! CrC, ~c!
WC, and~d! OsC in the fcc crystal structure in the~1,0,0! plane.
Metal atoms occupy the same positions as in Fig. 2, in the ce
and corners of each plot.
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In summary, we have carried out a series of calculatio
of bulk moduli for transition metals, transition metal ca
bides, and nitrides. Such a systematic consideration of
ments may help to identify patterns of structural and el
tronic properties. We show that the addition of valen
electrons in going across the periodic table from Ti to Cr a
W to Os significantly increases computedBo . Furthermore,
it is demonstrated that in moving down the periodic table o
observes changes in the nature of the charge distributio
the interstitial region from homogeneous to stronger, m
directional bonding. Our calculations also illustrate the
fects of adding carbon or nitrogen to the transition meta
For the elements which have a homogenous interst
charge distribution, a kind of directional bonding is intr
duced which dramatically increasesBo . In addition, the peak
in Bo as a function of column in the Periodic Table is shift
to the left with respect to the pure elements. Finally, o
calculations of the heavier elements Sg, Bh, and Hs prov
further comparisons and illustrate the trends more clearly
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FIG. 5. Histogram of the valence charge densities of TiC, C
WC, and OsC. In each plot, thex axis corresponds to the charg
density~electrons/bohr3! and they axis corresponds to the distribu
tion of densities as a function of charge density.
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